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Learning Objectives

Understand the basics of type & typography 
Know how combine fonts to create visual hierarchy and meaning 

Practice working with type 



WEEK 1 WEEK 2 WEEK 3 WEEK 4 WEEK 5

Intro to the class Sketching Typography Continued
Color Theory 
Style Tiles

Brand

Basics Typography Basics
Grids, Hierarchy  
& Responsive Design

Studio: 
Project one: Me App

Design Toolkits

Project One



Classifying 
Type

How to identify different faces & families



Style 
differences



Style 
differences



Humanist or Old Style serif

The quick 
brown fox 
jumped over 
the lazy dog!
Garamond

The quick 
brown fox 
jumped over 
the lazy dog
Sabon



Transitional serif

The quick 
brown fox 
jumped over 
the lazy dog!
Perpetua



Neoclassical

The quick 
brown fox 
jumped over 
the lazy dog!
Bodoni

The quick 
brown fox 
jumped over 
the lazy dog
Fenice



Egyptian or Slab serif

The quick 
brown fox 
jumped 
over the 
lazy dog!
Rockwell

The quick
brown fox
jumped 
over the
lazy dog!
Egyptian



Humanist Sans Serif

The quick 
brown fox 
jumped over 
the lazy dog!
Gill Sans

The quick 
brown fox 
jumped 
over the 
lazy dog!
Frutiger



Grotesque Sans Serif

The quick 
brown fox 
jumped over 
the lazy dog!
Franklin Gothic

The quick 
brown fox 
jumped over 
the lazy dog!
Helvetica



Geometric Sans Serif

The quick 
brown fox 
jumped over 
the lazy dog!
Futura

The quick 
brown fox 
jumped over 
the lazy 
dog!
Bauhaus



Scripts

The quick brown 
fox jumped over 
the lazy dog!
Ex Ponto

The quick 
brown fox 
jumped over 
the lazy dog!
Brush Script



Monospace

aThe quick 
brown fox 
jumped over 
the lazy dog 

The quick 
brown fox 
jumped over 
the lazy dog 



Display & Novelty

The quick brown 
fox jumped over 
the lazy dog!
Mesquite

The quick 
brown fox 
jumped 
over the 
lazy dog!
Stencil



Type Styles
or commonly referred to as weights



Styles within a family 

25 Ultralight The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog
35 Thin The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog
45 Light The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog
55 Roman The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog
65 Medium The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog
75 Bold The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog
85 Heavy The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog
95 Black The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog
26 Ultra Light Italic The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog
36 Thin Italic The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog
46 Light Italic The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog
56 Italic The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog
66 Medium Italic The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog
76 Bold Italic The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog
86 Heavy Italic The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog
96 Black Italic The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog
67 Condensed Bold The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog
97 Condensed Black The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog





Anatomy
of type







Ear



Exercise 

identify the letterform parts 

15 minutes



Super cali fragi licious expi ali docious



Ear



Sizing
traditional & digital



X height

Plenty plenty plenty plenty plenty

Plenty plenty plenty plenty plenty
Roboto Condensed Avenir Next Condensed ITC Franklin Gothic Std ITC Officina Sans Myriad Pro

Capline
Meanline

x-height

Baseline

Georgia ITC Garamond Garamond Agora Slab Pro PF Perpetua

All these words were set at the same point size yet notice the x height is different.  
Many of the differences can be attributed to the fashion at the time of the type’s design



Points, picas & pixels

Points are traditionally used in print.  

Points are much like pixels in that they are fixed.



Points, picas & pixels

12pt = 1 pica 
6 pica = 1in 
72pt = 1in



Points, picas & pixels

Pixels are fixed-size units.  

One pixel is equal to one dot on a computer screen.



Points, picas & pixels

em(s) are scaleable units.  
An em is equal to the current font size of a document.  
If the document size is 12pt then 1em is equal to 12pt.



Points, picas & pixels

1em=12pt=16px=100%



Points, picas & pixels

Percent (%) is much like an “em” unit but the current font is 
set to 100% and allows your text to be fully scaleable.



Enter text here

http://www.csszengarden.com/214/214.css

Here is where the base font 
is indicated - it’s IMPORTED 
from Google Fonts

Here is where the basic BODY text 
is indicated - as 70% of the standard

Here is where HEADLINE size 
is indicated. Notice it is set to  
3.2 em - which is relative to the 
original 70% size - so it is 3.2 times 
larger than the original size.

Here is where a smaller  
HEADLINE - probably a SUBHEAD 
size is indicated. Notice it is set to  
1.8 em - which is relative to the 
original 70% size - so it is 1.8 times 
larger than the original size.

http://www.csszengarden.com/214/214.css






Hierarchy  
& Texture

Creating visual interest and emphasis



Alignment

It was the best of times,
it was the worst of times,
it was the age of wisdom,
it was the age of foolishness,
it was the epoch of belief,
it was the epoch of incredulity,
it was the season of Light,
it was the season of Darkness,
it was the spring of hope,
it was the winter of despair,

we had everything before us, we had nothing 
before us, we were all going direct to Heaven, we 
were all going direct the other way— in short, the 
period was so far like the present period, that 
some of its noisiest authorities insisted on its being 
received, for good or for evil, in the superlative 
degree of comparison only.

There were a king with a large jaw and a queen 
with a plain face, on the throne of England; there 
were a king with a large jaw and a queen with a 
fair face, on the throne of France. In both coun-
tries it was clearer than crystal to the lords of the 
State preserves of loaves and fishes, that things in 
general were settled for ever.

It was the best of times,
it was the worst of times,
it was the age of wisdom,
it was the age of foolishness,
it was the epoch of belief,
it was the epoch of incredulity,
it was the season of Light,
it was the season of Darkness,
it was the spring of hope,
it was the winter of despair,

we had everything before us, we had nothing 
before us, we were all going direct to Heaven, we 
were all going direct the other way— in short, the 
period was so far like the present period, that some 
of its noisiest authorities insisted on its being 
received, for good or for evil, in the superlative 
degree of comparison only.

There were a king with a large jaw and a queen 
with a plain face, on the throne of England; there 
were a king with a large jaw and a queen with a 
fair face, on the throne of France. In both countries 
it was clearer than crystal to the lords of the State 
preserves of loaves and fishes, that things in 
general were settled for ever.

It was the best of times,

it was the worst of times,

it was the age of wisdom,

it was the age of foolishness,

it was the epoch of belief,

it was the epoch of incredulity,

it was the season of Light,

it was the season of Darkness,

it was the spring of hope,

it was the winter of despair,

we had everything before us, we had nothing 

before us, we were all going direct to Heaven, we 

were all going direct the other way— in short, the 

period was so far like the present period, that some 

of its noisiest authorities insisted on its being 

received, for good or for evil, in the superlative 

degree of comparison only.

There were a king with a large jaw and a queen 

with a plain face, on the throne of England; there 

were a king with a large jaw and a queen with a 

fair face, on the throne of France. In both countries 

it was clearer than crystal to the lords of the State 

preserves of loaves and fishes, that things in 

general were settled for ever.

10 / 10 Amasis Medium 10 / 14 Amasis Medium 10 / 20 Amasis Medium



Alignment
It was the best of times,

it was the worst of times,
it was the age of wisdom,

it was the age of foolishness,
it was the epoch of belief,

it was the epoch of incredulity,
it was the season of Light,

it was the season of Darkness,
it was the spring of hope,

it was the winter of despair,

we had everything before us, we had nothing 
before us, we were all going direct to Heaven, we 
were all going direct the other way— in short, the 

period was so far like the present period, that some 
of its noisiest authorities insisted on its being 

received, for good or for evil, in the superlative 
degree of comparison only.

There were a king with a large jaw and a queen 
with a plain face, on the throne of England; there 
were a king with a large jaw and a queen with a 

fair face, on the throne of France. In both countries 
it was clearer than crystal to the lords of the State 

preserves of loaves and fishes, that things in 
general were settled for ever.

It was the best of times,
it was the worst of times,
it was the age of wisdom,

it was the age of foolishness,
it was the epoch of belief,

it was the epoch of incredulity,
it was the season of Light,

it was the season of Darkness,
it was the spring of hope,

it was the winter of despair,

we had everything before us, we had nothing 
before us, we were all going direct to Heaven, we 
were all going direct the other way— in short, the 

period was so far like the present period, that some 
of its noisiest authorities insisted on its being 

received, for good or for evil, in the superlative 
degree of comparison only.

There were a king with a large jaw and a queen 
with a plain face, on the throne of England; there 
were a king with a large jaw and a queen with a 

fair face, on the throne of France. In both countries 
it was clearer than crystal to the lords of the State 

preserves of loaves and fishes, that things in 
general were settled for ever.

It was the best of times,
it was the worst of times,
it was the age of wisdom,
it was the age of foolishness,
it was the epoch of belief,
it was the epoch of incredulity,
it was the season of Light,
it was the season of Darkness,
it was the spring of hope,
it was the winter of despair,

we had everything before us, we had nothing before 
us, we were all going direct to Heaven, we were all 
going direct the other way— in short, the period 
was so far like the present period, that some of its 
noisiest authorities insisted on its being received, 
for good or for evil, in the superlative degree of 
comparison only.

There were a king with a large jaw and a queen with 
a plain face, on the throne of England; there were a 
king with a large jaw and a queen with a fair face, 
on the throne of France. In both countries it was 
clearer than crystal to the lords of the State 
preserves of loaves and fishes, that things in general 
were settled for ever.

It was the best of times,
it was the worst of times,
it was the age of wisdom,
it was the age of foolishness,
it was the epoch of belief,
it was the epoch of incredulity,
it was the season of Light,
it was the season of Darkness,
it was the spring of hope,
it was the winter of despair,

we had everything before us, we had nothing before 
us, we were all going direct to Heaven, we were all 
going direct the other way— in short, the period 
was so far like the present period, that some of its 
noisiest authorities insisted on its being received, 
for good or for evil, in the superlative degree of 
comparison only.

There were a king with a large jaw and a queen with 
a plain face, on the throne of England; there were a 
king with a large jaw and a queen with a fair face, 
on the throne of France. In both countries it was 
clearer than crystal to the lords of the State 
preserves of loaves and fishes, that things in general 
were settled for ever.

Left aligned Center aligned Right aligned Full Justified



Type Hierarchy



Type Hierarchy



Type Hierarchy



Font Combinations

Neue Swist

Neue Swist Light Italic

Soleil

Soleil



Font Combinations

Arial

Helvetica Neue  
Condensed

FetteEngD

FreightTextPro 
Italic

FreightTextPro



Easy rule of thumb

This is 100pt Univers 57 Condensed 
This is 75pt Univers 57 Condensed 
This is 56pt Univers 57 Condensed 
This is 42pt Univers 57 Condensed 
This is 31pt Univers 57 Condensed 

This is 23pt Univers 57 Condensed 

This is 17pt Univers 57 Condensed

Headline 
Subhead 
Good size differentiation for body copy that might 
appear in a paragraph or two of relevant and related 
text. 

This might be a good size proportion for a caption 

This is good for copyright lines

Using your largest font size as a max measure, make the 
next size down 75%, and then the next size down 75% 
of that and so on. 



Emotion  
in type





















Exercise
PART 1 

1. Choose 1 of the words to work with. 

2. Using the printouts of words as raw material, express the meaning of the the word or idea 
through spacing, sizing and placement of letters on the page.  

3. You can cut, paste, redraw, resize as needed to express your idea. 

4. Recall what you know about hierarchy, spacing and gestalt principles. 

5. SHARE



SHARE



Word Exercise continued - as Homework
1. In Illustrator or Sketch, create an artboard that is 11”x17” - give it an 11”x11” 

outline to define the space. 

2. Use the Word_Exercise_templates.pdf file as reference material for the words. 

3. Using only one of these bold, sans-serif typeface, express the meaning of the 
word or idea through spacing, sizing and placement of letters on the page. 

• FUTURA 

• HELVETICA 

• GOTHAM 

• OPEN SANS 

4. Do at least 6 different words. They should be different than what you did in class. 

5. Post your final word designs as PDF files in the Google Classroom



Homework

• funny 

• sad 

• happy 

• angry 

• poetic 

• sophisticated 

• raw 

• friendly 

• authentic 

• uptight

• Choose 2 of the words. 

• Find typographic examples of the following ideas in the real world (not online): 

•Take pictures and post in the Google Classroom

1 - Quest

2 - Reading 
      Chapter 6 from Understanding Comics. The PDF is in the Google Classroom



PINK 
= 

Stuff I learned

YELLOW 
= 

Questions I Have


